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In this paper a procedure of construction of B-expectation tolerance regions 
in the framework of the structural method of inference has been developed. 
The procedure has been applied to the generalized multivariate model and the 
p-expectation tolerance region for this case has been constructed assuming the 
normal distribution for the error variables of the model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (S, &, PO) be a probability space. A statistical tolerance region Q(X) 
is a statistic defined over 3 which takes values in some u-algebra. The proba- 
bility content of Q(X) is called the coverage of the tolerance region and is 
denoted by C(Q). Q(X) is a set function depending on the random variables 
X and so C(Q) is also a random variable with probability measure induced 
by P, . There are several ways of choosing Q(X) so as to serve different purposes. 
Guttman [5] gives a brief description of different kinds of tolerance regions. 
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Q(X) is called a @expectation tolerance region if the expected value of 
C(Q) is equal to /3. For a given set of data, it is natural to construct tolerance 
regions utilizing the data. Therefore, we will look for a tolerance region so 
as to satisfy 
W7Q)ld = Is. (14 
From the structural point of view to obtain this, it is enough to use a condi- 
tional distribution of a future response Y (conditional on data) from a particular 
structural model. This distribution has been called the prediction distribution 
by Fraser and Haq [3, 41 and is given in the following form: 
where p(y/O) is a distribution of future response depending on the values 
of the parameter 0 E Sz and g(O/x) is the structural distribution of the parameter 
obtained from the structural model given the values of the obtained response X. 
To obtain a /I-expectation tolerance region is then enough to find a region Q 
such that 
s h(Yl4 dY = B 
for all X. (1.3) 
D 
For that assuming that the conditions of Fubini’s theorem hold 
which shows that Q is a p-expectation tolerance region. 
In this paper we will show the construction of a p-expectation tolerance 
region for the generalized multivariate structural model with the error variables 
having multivariate normal distribution. 
2. THE MODEL 
Consider a system of qp response variables x:‘) ,..., A$‘), x:“) ,..., x:) ,..., $) ,..., 
$). Let us suppose that the internal error of this system can be described 
by qp error variables er) ,..., e!‘, er’,..., eg) ,..., ep’,..., e!$, with a known distribu- 
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(1) (2) tion on @P. Let # ,..., pp , p1 ,..., &‘,..., &” ,..., &Q’ be the general levels 
(means) for the qp response variables (accordingly). And suppose that the 
every set of p error variables affects the corresponding set of response levels 
by linear distortion, which is the same for every ith pair (i = I,..., 9) of 
corresponding sets of error variables and response levels: for the jth response 
(xj’)) let yjk be the coefficient applied to the kth error (ef’). Realized error 
variables and the corresponding response variables are then connected by the 
equations : 
x(d 
3 = p + Y,ley + . . . 3 3 3 y&t) 
for i = l,..., Q andj = l,..., p. 
Consider now ni performances of the ith component of the system (i = l,..., 4) 
and let xf) = (x2,..., x$‘ be the observations for the first response of the 
w ith set ,..., and xz) = ($ ,..., x9%,) ’ be the observations for the pth response 
in the ith set. Let it = CL1 ni . The system and the n performances can then 
be described by the generalized multivariate model: 
where 
and 
X = BE 
f (El dE, 
x=Q; E-Q; B’[i j!]; 
(2.1) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Also I is a q x q identity matrix, 0 is a q x p null matrix, 
V-6) 
and 
(2.7) 
If the error variables are standardized such that their variance-covariance 
matrix is I, then the variance-covariance matrix for possible response variables 
is P’ = Z (say). 
The model (2.1) can be utilized in analyzing observations on individual 
units through time or space. For example, p characteristics of production 
process can be investigated in q different situations. 
Then assuming that the independent error variables eu) (i = l,..., q) have 
normal distribution with 0 mean and variance-covariance matrix I and using 
the methods of structural inference (for the methods see Fraser [2]) it can 
be shown that the structural distribution of the parameters & and .Z is 
where 
= 2-~(2,+w,/2 1 Nl/'Ql'lP lx'/2 ' 
E APZ-Q-$+l 
x exp(-t tr(M(X) - A) N’1/2Z-1N1/2(M(X) - J%)] 
x exp{-4 tr Z-Y?(X)} I S(X)I’“-‘J’/~ I Z I-(n+r’+l)le d& dZ, (2.8) 
Al, = 2mkJ2/F(k/2), (2.9) 
q-q = WV vq, (2.10) 
with 
where 
&x&q = (fpji’2’ . . . j$Q,) (2.11) 
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and 
For the derivation of the structural distribution for this model see Rinco [7]. 
The matrix of the future responses from this model used in construction 
of the /I-expectation tolerance region will be assumed in the following form: 
where CL, ni* = n*. 
3. A ,&EXPECTATION TOLERANCE REGION 
Before proceeding with the main result in this section let us state two results. 
RESULT 3.1 (Anderson [f , p. 3191). I f  the distlibution of Z( p x n*) is 
h(2.Z’) dZ, then the distribution of U = 23’ is 
f(U) dU = n;s,,,r((~* _ i + 1)/2) 1 u ?‘2)(n*-P-1) h(U) dU. (3*1) 
RESULT 3.2 (Rinco [7, p. 115-J). -Ilf the distribution of Y( p X n*) is 
h(Y) dy = 1 H 1 p’2 n;=, A-+j+l 
n+n*-a--i+1 
1 S(X)((n-Q)I2 
’ 1 S(X) + (Y - M(X)V*) H(y - M(X)V*)’ lb-W*-a)/2 dYj (3.2) 
where S(X) and H are symmetric nonsingular matrices, then the distribution of 
u = (I -I- U,)-1 u, ) (3.3) 
where U, = ZZ’, with Z = T(Y - M(X)V*)K, where T is such that T’T = 
.!F(X) and K is such that KK’ = H, is 
f(U) aJ = B,l(n*P, (n - d/2) I u I (1/2)(n*-p-1) 1 7 _ U ((1/2)(n-a-P-1) dU. (3.4) 
Note. The distribution (3.4) is generalized Beta distribution (as defined 
in Olkin [6J). 
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Now let the independent error variables eti) (i = I,..., q) of the structural 
model (2.1) have normal distribution with 0 mean and variance-covariance 
matrix I, then the distribution of the realized errors in the model is 
Then by (2.8) the structural distribution for A? and Z is 
= 2-P@TpP/2 ) pq7' lP/Z fi &--q-5+l 1 qX)p-a,/2 1 z p+zw/2 
5-l 
x exp{-4 tr Z-r(M(X) - A) VV’(M(X) -&I)’ - & tr ,J3S’(X)} d.H dZ. 
For the n* future responses _Y, the distribution is 
Then the joint distribution of y, A?, and 2 after simple algebraic operations is 
= 2-P(&+(ntn*)P/2 ) Jq7' [P/2 fi &gnmgejtl ) pqX)p-n)/2 1 z p+n*tP+l)/2 
j-1 
x exp{- $ tr Z-l[(A - F)(VV’ + V*V*‘)(.M - F)’ 
+ (Y - M(X)V”) H(Y - M(X)V*)‘]} 
x exp{- 4 tr PrS(X)} d&8 dZ d_U, 
where 
F = (M(X) VV’ + y?‘*‘)(W’ + V*Y*‘)-1 
and 
II = (I - v*‘( VT/” + v* Y*‘)-Iv*). (35) 
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Then by (1.2) the prediction distribution for &’ is 
z.z 2-9(24-(~+~*)~/2 j VV’ IN2 fi An-q-j+1 / S(X)l(n-d/2 s, 12 I--(n+n’+~+U/2 
i=l 
X [Id exp{ - 4 tr Z-l(A - F)( VV’ + V* V*‘)(A - F)‘} A+??] 
x exp(-4 tr Z-r[( Y - M(X)V*) H( Y - M(X)V*)’ + S(X)]] dZ d_Y 
I = VV’ (*‘2 n;xl An-Q-j+1 1 S(X)((n-*)/2 
( VV’ + v*y*’ (P/2 2P(2w)(n+n*-g)P/2 J ~ I JY l-(n+n*-g+p+1)‘2 
x exp{-4 tr Z-l[( Y - M(X) V*) H( Y - M(X) V*)’ + S(X)]} dZ d_Y. 
Using the integration relationship 
(for references see Fraser and Haq [4, p. 1061) and the fact that 
1 VV’ p2 
( VV’ + v*v*’ p/2 
zz IHpv‘J 
we get 
h(_YIX) dy = 
I H Ip” IIL An-g--i+1 
nIzl A,+,t+j+l (3.6) 
) S(X)p-g)I2 
’ 1 S(X) + (Y - M(X)V*) H(Y - M(X)V*)’ ((n+n*-W dy’ 
It can be shown that H is symmetric and nonsingular (Rinco [7]). S(X) is 
symmetric and nonsingular by the definition, so (3.6) fulfills the assumptions 
of Result 3.2, so U defined by (3.3) follows the generalized Beta distribution. 
From that by (1.3) it follows that 
is the /I-expectation tolerance region for the central 100/I percent of the normal 
distribution being sampled, if VI-, is the point exceeded with the probability 
1 - ,8 when using the generalized Beta distribution with la*/2 and (n - 9)/2 
degrees of freedom (i.e., VI-, is the point such that 
B,yn*/2, (n - 4)/2) i-e ) U )W(n*-p-1) 11 _ u I(l/Z)(r-~-1) dU = 8). 
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